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BEIZA HIZBINETU-For the freedom of their People 

 

I  will  never    forget   them 

And the blood of our fallen heroes has not even dried yet. Yes, the blood 

spilled has not dried. And the family of the fallen heroes and heroines are in the 

centre of development of Ethiopia and its renaissance. Yes they were fighters and 

freedom brought heroes. They had no proper food and drinks, with empty stomach 

that they were crossing Guna mountains and  Marsa flat endless land. Yes they were 

crossing Debretabor and the flat land of Showa from different directions. I 

remember our Heroes, when the boys are speaking and talking a lot in the well 

prepared saloon and offices today.  

Yes they were with empty stomach and drought mouth that they were died, 

and brought victory for all the today’s people of Ethiopia. I can say without any 

shame and afraid the prod that I feel and assimilate because of our heroes. 

Hingidu-who were very concrete in his objectives to make fall down the 

dictatorial and  authoritarian regime of communist led derg. They were told Shifta 

and not even as a normal Guerrillas. But they are the true human beings who fought 

and shed their blood for the love of unity, fraternity and equality of all Ethiopian 

multiethnic society.    

Yes all the guerrillas, were like what the current Ethiopian Defense Forces are 

doing? What makes them different is only with empty hand and stomach that they 

have started and the only the thing that they had –very strong confidence of victory 

that will come and Yes their dream were fulfilled with extraordinary very short 
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period of overcoming the African largest and strongest warrior military campaign of 

derg. 

Tell the people of Tigray and Ethiopia what "wefri timali" was?  

 What was "wefri Hayelom" all about?  

 Was it so that the Merrara and Merirrs on the chair to say like that and this? 

 Was they occupied in Merragna or in Marsa? 

 He  was never been in both of those memorial heroes blood washed sites? 

 Aha! Aha! Tel him shut up or correct your physical in to fiscal! Becaouse: 

 How can I forget those heroes from female to mail? 

 How can I forgot from Marta primo martyred to Hayelom then to Iyasu Berhe?  

 Watch out all comrades from last to list, from small to elder! 

 Say no  like yesterday but forward with development and watering their bones 

for the plantation of trees and fruits that will feed the mass of Ethiopia. 

Their Yesterday Objectives are our today’s responsibility and accountability and we 

have Hidri!, we will not forget their bloodshed for all of us for our liberty, unity and 

equality. 

 

        Conclusion! 

Do not consider you any different than the instrumental of the Mengistu regime 

which killed my people. I am sure - if you get an opportunity, you will never hesitate 

from killing my people. The good thing is Ethiopia has reached a stage of no return 

to the old brutal regime where thousands of innocent Tigrians and other minority 

Ethiopians  used to be massacred in different prisoners and red terror action.  

 

The people of Tigrai’s advance guard political and civic organization, the TPLF has 

always been a progressive institution that stood for the inherent right of the people. 

It stood for social justices and its members often gave their lives so that others 

could live free.  We will never forgot and handover this marvellous and precious 

blood paid FREEDOM; UNITY and EQUALITY. Yes they died for these and for the 

development of Ethiopia.  
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      Notice!  

Mugulat Terrara and Guna terrara two of many noticeable places of Ethiopia martyrs 

bloodshed areas! All young generations including myself we have recommendation 

not to retreat from such opened endless struggle of democracy, unity, fraternity and 

equality for the common good of ETHIOPIA. 

                    አይረሳዕናዮን! 

     

 

 

 

Eternal glory to our martyrs! 

e-mail: hagosw@yahoo.com  
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